Title: AN EXERCISE, REHABILITATION AND MOBILIZATION DEVICE

Abstract: A novel exercise and mobilization device (100) for paraplegic and motorically disabled people that enables the user to shift from a seated to an upright position and perform passive and active walking exercises, comprising a horizontal frame (140) situated on wheels (340), a vertical frame (130), a mechanism to move the frame members (165) between a seated and an upright position, a saddle shaped seating area (170), including a back and arm rests (120) and pelvic (605) and shoulder straps (615), which fully supports the user, a control panel (125) providing the user full control of the device, and a removable footrest component (315a, b) that fastens to the user's feet and moves along a track (316a, 316b) mounted on the horizontal frame, which allows the user to practice walking-like motions, either passively or actively according to individual need and ability.
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